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The United States invented a matrix sampling technique to impute five plausible 

scores of student performance in its National Assessment of Educational Progress. 

That approach was adopted by a Trend in Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS) 

for international comparison. In this paper, baseline data from TIMSS 1995 are 

analyzed at the seventh grade to examine correlation of plausible scores between 

mathematics and science. Canonical correlation is introduced to address a non-

additive nature of correlation coefficient and reduce Type I error in the result 

aggregation. Besides revealing the impact of interdisciplinary correlation, this 

investigation reconfirms importance of student performance in each core subject.  
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An Examination of Plausible Score Correlation from the Trend in 

Mathematics and Science Study 

 

In 2014, 46 states have adopted Common Core Standards and two 

additional states were moving toward the same direction (Fensterwald, 2014). 

As a result, school districts were given the authority to change mathematics 

and science curricula in K-12 education (Brugger, 2014; Will, 2014). 

Meanwhile, National Science Foundation (NSF) integrated its funding across 

science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education (NSF, 

2013). Alphonse (2014) predicted that "STEM skills may be required in as 

many as 50% of future jobs" (p. 15). 

To assess learning outcomes in each core subject, National Assessment of 

Educational Progress (NAEP) produced report cards in mathematics and 

science for more than four decades (Jacob & Ludwig, 2009). However, 

mathematics and science scores were gathered from different students. Thus, 

no national indicators can be developed to correlate mathematics and science 

achievements in NAEP (Johnson, 1998).  

Instead of reinventing a wheel to fill this void, it was designed in this study 

to borrow the wheel, i.e., using the Trend in Mathematics and Science Study 

(TIMSS) to construct a correlation indicator between mathematics and science 

achievements in international context. Although Program for International 

Student Assessment (PISA) is another well-known project, similar correlation 
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analyses cannot be conducted on PISA because the assessment data are 

collected in one subject each year. Hence, TIMSS is the only large-scale study 

that concurrently includes both mathematics and science assessments in its data 

gathering.  

To date, no one correlated STEM performance in TIMSS. While 

researchers attempted to examine 4th grade performance across disciplines 

(Martin & Mullis, 2013), their report was focused on reading demand in 

TIMSS testing, and did not include a correlational study of academic 

performance between mathematics and science.  

In the United States and many western countries, TIMSS researchers 

reported that mathematics and science curricula were "one mile wide and an 

inch deep" (Jakwerth, 1996; Schmidt et al., 2001). While lengthy tests were 

needed to cover the broad curricula, a time-consuming test is not feasible for 

TIMSS assessment. As a compromise, TIMSS designated booklets to split the 

entire tests in mathematics and science, and each student answered questions in 

one booklet (Foy, Arora, & Stanco, 2013). Thus, matrix-sampling techniques 

were introduced to impute five plausible scores of student performance in 

mathematics and science (Cogan, 1996). The imputed scores were aggregated 

for dissemination in international report cards (Beaton et al., 1996a; 1996b).  

Under an assumption that countries can learn from each other, this study is 

designed to construct correlation indicators of student performance across 

nations. Davison, Miller, and Metheny (1995) noted, "Whether the integration 

of science and mathematics occurs within the disciplines or is infused with the 

disciplines, integration will provide for a more reality-based learning 

experience" (p. 229). Vygotsky (1987) also acknowledged links of 

mathematics and science performance in school settings. Lewis, Alacaci, 

O’Brian, and Jiang (2002) further maintained that mathematical knowledge can 

improve the quality of scientific inquiry. Therefore, correlation indicators are 

needed to assess the impact of interdisciplinary connection on STEM learning 

in a cross-country context. 

 

 

Literature Review 

 

During the Cold War, mathematics and science education was linked to 

national security (Rotberg, 1990). To assess the learning outcome, the first and 

second international mathematics studies were launched during 1960s - 1980s 

by the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational 

Achievement (IEA) (see Wang, 1998; 2011). Although Rotberg (1991; 1995) 

questioned credibility of the comparative data, Bradburn, Haertel, Schwille, 

and Torney-Purta (1991) noted that Rotberg "sees improvement in the switch 

from the First International Mathematics Study (in which all students in the 

final year of secondary school were sampled) to the Second International 

Mathematics Study (in which only those students still taking mathematics were 

samples)" (p. 775). In the 1990s, additional improvement was made in IEA 

studies to include the matrix sampling technique in the Third International 
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Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS). Subsequently, the TIMSS acronym 

was redefined as "Trends in Mathematics and Science Study" because of 

repetitions of the IEA study every four years (Mertens, Anfara, & Roney, 

2009). 

In support of the ongoing trend study, researchers established a three-tier 

model to describe intended, implemented, and attained curricula in TIMSS 

(Mullis & Martin, 2013). While intended and implemented curricula were 

based on collaboration of education stakeholders at different levels (see Figure 

1), it is the attained curriculum that justifies learning outcomes of school 

accountability in each subject (IEA, 2011). 

 

Figure 1. Three-Tier Curriculum Model 

 
 

Despite the subject division in mathematics and science, it seems 

farfetched to assume no interdisciplinary support in the intended curriculum. 

According to Haigh and Rehfeld (1995), "Several organizations such as School 

Science and Mathematics Association (SSMA), the American Association for 

the Advancement of Science (AAAS), and the National Research Council have 

given strong support for the integration of mathematics and science education" 

(p. 240).  

The interdisciplinary link also occurred in the implemented curriculum. 

Johnson (2011) reported that "Being able to teach math better and being able to 

teach science better are powerful reasons for the math and science teacher 

collaborate with each other" (p. 1). McBride and Silverman (1991) suggested 

two reasons for integrating mathematics and science education: (a) 

"Mathematics can enable students to achieve deeper understanding of science 

concepts by providing ways to quantify and explain science relationships" and 

(b) "Science activities illustrating mathematics concepts can provide relevancy 

and motivation for learning mathematics" (p. 287). Stodolsky and Grossman 

(1995) concurred that "in sequential subjects, teachers report more 

coordination with colleagues" (p. 227). 
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At the attained curriculum level, inter-subject correlation can be 

established from empirical findings. Since some concepts, such as "proportion" 

in mathematics and "density" in physics, can be identified to connect STEM 

disciplines (Lester, 2007), the relationship should be ultimately reflected in 

student performance between mathematics and science. Prior to the first round 

of TIMSS data collection in 1995, no one gathered large-scale data to support a 

correlational study between mathematics and science in NAEP or other IEA 

projects (Wang, 1998). Thus, this study represents an innovative attempt to 

support construction of correlation indicators for the ongoing TIMSS studies 

every four years.  

In summary, this investigation of mathematics and science education is 

grounded on a solid theoretical framework of intended, implemented, and 

attained curriculum. The construction of correlation indicators is designed to 

fill a literature gap in international studies. Empirical evidence from TIMSS 

can be employed to reconfirm or disconfirm the impact of inter-subject 

correlation on science learning outcomes in a cross-country context.  

 

 

Research Questions 
 

Like NAEP, TIMSS produced mathematics and science reports on a 

regular basis (Martin & Mullis, 2013). To identify and illustrate a feasible 

method for computing the indicator of inter-subject correlation, baseline data 

from TIMSS 1995 are employed in this study to address three questions:  

 

1. What method can be used to correlate plausible scores between subjects 

without inflating Type I error? 

2. Does the approach support result aggregation across plausible scores? 

3. Does the correlation index impact student achievement in science at the 

seventh grade? 

 

These questions have important methodological and policy implications. 

From the methodological perspective, no one has attempted to solve questions 

1 and 2 in the past. Although the American Educational Research Association 

(AERA) received funding from National Science Foundation and the National 

Center for Education Statistics to support TIMSS data analyses (see AERA, 

2015), researchers need the methodological support to handle non-additive 

nature of correlation coefficient for grant application. In addition, Hellier 

(2014) maintained that "I thus see no good reason for the claim that 

mathematics is a fundamentally different domain to science" (p. 38). If answers 

to Question 3 are positive, meaningful integration between mathematics and 

science should be enhanced. Otherwise, more autonomy can be granted to 

mathematics and science educators to emphasize subject characteristics.  
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Methods 

  

When five plausible scores in mathematics are correlated with five 

plausible scores in science, it will generate 25 Pearson correlation coefficients 

(i.e., 5x5=25). Consequently, Type I error could be inflated from the repeated 

correlation computing. In addition, Borga (2001) pointed out,  

 

Ordinary correlation analysis is dependent on the coordinate system in 

which the variables are described. This means that even if there is a very 

strong linear relationship between two multidimensional signals, this 

relationship may not be visible in an ordinary correlation analysis if one 

coordinate system is used, while in another coordinate system this linear 

relationship would give a very high correlation. (p. 3) 
 

Since TIMSS mathematics and science performance has separate scales, 

the issue of scale variation could undermine the result interpretation. Borga 

(2001) reviewed multivariate analyses, and found that "CCA [Canonical 

Correlation Analysis] finds the coordinate system that is optimal for correlation 

analysis" (p. 3). In the next section, CCA is singled out for a thorough review 

to address Question 1.  

Question 2 is built on Question 1 to resolve an issue on result aggregation. 

Because correlation coefficients (r) are not additive, Garcia (2010) cautioned 

that "One cannot add raw r values to compute an arithmetic average an r" (p. 

2). Therefore, a holistic approach needs to be taken to summarize plausible 

score correlations between mathematics and science. CCA can be employed to 

aggregate the correlation information across two groups of variables (Hardoon, 

Szedmak, & Shawe-Taylor, 2004). The variable grouping is examined in the 

next section to support CCA application on plausible score correlation.  

After the correlation index construction, the seventh grade results from 

TIMSS 1995 are merged with the correlation findings across 35 countries to 

study the impact of between-subject correlation on science achievement 

(Question 3). As James (2014) suggested, "STEM integration in middle school 

mathematics and science classes may have a positive impact on mathematics 

amongst seventh grade students who are participating in the STEM classes 

versus those who are not participating in the STEM initiative" (p. 3). Hence, 

the grade choice is not only based on the data availability, but also considered 

the practical importance in STEM education.  

 

 

Results 

 

TIMSS data were properly accessed in this investigation to reconfirm an 

average of plausible scores in TIMSS reports (Beaton et al., 1996a; 1996b). For 

the baseline study in 1995, a total of 35 countries participated in TIMSS 

mathematics and science assessment at the seventh grade. Built on this 

database, one may feel tempting to use the average plausible score in each 
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subject and run a correlation analysis between mathematics and science. 

However, that approach inadvertently ignores variability among plausible 

scores in each subject.  

Alternatively, TIMSS researchers developed a JACKREGP program to use 

"achievement plausible values as the dependent variable" for regression 

analyses (Foy, Arora, & Stanco, 2013, p. 40). Statistics Canada (2003) also 

recommended "an SPSS macro called JACKREGPV.SPS that computes the 

average multiple correlation [R
2
] between the specified plausible values and 

independent variables" (p. 162). The R
2
 result could support configuration of 

the correlation coefficient (r) between independent and dependent variables 

[i.e., r= 2R ].  

In using the SPSS macro, Brese, Jung, Mirazchiyski, Schulz, and Zuehlke 

(2011) noted that "It effectively performs five regression analyses – one for 

each plausible value – and aggregates the results" (p. 86). While five plausible 

scores from one subject can be entered in the SPSS macro as the dependent 

variables, the other set of plausible scores must be entered as an independent 

variable one at a time. Otherwise, a colinearity issue will occur when the 

independent variables are highly correlated on the same measurement construct 

of student performance. 

Therefore, the literature reconfirmed an issue of inflating Type I error from 

the repeated applications of the SPSS macro for each pairs of plausible scores 

in mathematics and science. More importantly, correlation coefficients cannot 

be directly added and averaged for reporting. For instance,  
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StatSoft (2000) reconfirmed that "Because the value of the correlation 

coefficient is not a linear function of the magnitude of the relation between the 

variables, correlation coefficients cannot simply be averaged" (p. 10). Due to 

the non-additive nature of correlation coefficients, a new method must be 

explored to support the result aggregation. Through an extensive review of the 

research literature, StatSoft (2015) concluded,  

 

Canonical Correlation is an additional procedure for assessing the 

relationship between variables. Specifically, this analysis allows us to 

investigate the relationship between two sets of variables. For example, an 

educational researcher may want to compute the (simultaneous) 

relationship between three measures of scholastic ability with five 

measures of success in school. (p. 1)  

 

In this study, five plausible values in mathematics are grouped as one set 

of variables and five plausible values in science are treated as another set of 

variables. Thus, canonical correlation is an appropriate method for examining 

the relationship between two sets of variables. The analyses between variable 

groups automatically control Type I error for statistical reporting, and provide 
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an answer for result aggregation in Questions 1 and 2. 

Student performance in mathematics and science has been released in 

TIMSS report for international comparison (Beaton et al., 1996a; 1996b). After 

completing canonical correlation analyses, the results are merged with 

mathematics and science performance scores at the country level to address 

Question 3. The combined data set is attached in Appendix 1. Built on an 

assertion that science uses mathematics as a tool (Hellier, 2014), science 

achievement scores are treated as a dependent variable. The inclusion of 

canonical correlation as a predictor automatically assumes co-existence of 

mathematics achievement as an explanatory variable.  

Grounded on these empirical evidences, the following SPSS syntax is used 

to construct a model of linear regression: 

 

REGRESSION 

  /ORIGIN 

  /DEPENDENT Science 

  /METHOD=ENTER Math corr.  

 

As a result, the SPSS printout below showed significant impacts on 

science performance across 35 countries that participated TIMSS seventh grade 

assessment. 

 

Table 1. Coefficients
a,b

 
 

Model 
Unstandardized Coefficients 

Standardized 

Coefficients t Sig. 

B Std. Error Beta 

1 
Math .778 .070 .791 11.109 .000 

corr 159.372 54.274 .209 2.936 .006 

a. Dependent Variable: Science 

b. Linear Regression through the Origin 

 

In addition, Figure 2 shows a scatter plot of science and mathematics 

scores from the TIMSS report results at the seventh grade. The results from 35 

countries were sorted in a descending order so that Label "1" represents a 

country with the highest achievement in science and Label "35" indicates a 

country with the lowest science achievement. Figure 2 suggests that countries 

with a low rank in science tended to have low performance in mathematics. 

Hence incorporation of an indicator for the inter-subject correlation plays an 

important role in modeling the TIMSS outcomes in a cross-national context. 
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Figure 2. Scatter Plot of Mathematics and Science Scores 

 
 

The mean and standard deviation for mathematics scores, science scores 

and their canonical correlations are listed in Table 2.  

 

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics 

Empirical Indicator N Mean Standard Deviation 

Science Performance Score 35 478.54 52.38 

Mathematics Performance Score 35 485.87 57.41 

Canonical Correlation Coefficient 35 .63 .06 

 

Because performance scores were scaled in hundreds and correlation 

coefficient was between -1 and 1, the standardized regression coefficients 

provide a better index for comparing the impact on science performance from 

mathematics performance and the correlation between subjects. While 

mathematics achievement has =.791, the subject correlation has =.209 and 

both factors were significant at =.01. As Srivastava and Ullah (1995) 

observed, "In applied work, the coefficient of determination (R
2
) is most 

commonly used to judge the fit of a linear regression model" (p. 229). The 

adjusted coefficient of determination (R
2
) reached .997, which reconfirmed a 

strong model fit for the comparative data from TIMSS. 
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Discussion 

 

Along with rapid development of computer technology, statistical tools 

have become increasingly complicated and more useful in large data analyses 

(Larose, 2014). The complexity expands on both variable and subject 

dimensions. As each test item is coded as a variable in educational assessment, 

a lengthy test may involve a large number of variables. In this regard, the 

matrix-sampling technique has effectively addressed the item coverage for a 

lengthy test to match a "mile-wide" curriculum for international comparison. 

Therefore, Questions 1 and 2 of this investigation are grounded on the broad 

need of matrix sampling to examine plausible score correlation on the variable 

dimension.  

Although TIMSS researchers developed a SPSS Macro syntax to average 

plausible score results, correlation coefficients are not additive. More 

importantly, Type I error could be inflated from repeated computations of 

correlation for each pair of plausible scores in mathematics and science. The 

issue was resolved in this study by introducing canonical correlation between 

two sets of plausible scores. In addition, the method can be implemented in 

simple SPSS application without involvement of complex Macro syntax on the 

variable dimension. 

On the subject dimension, this method is robust for analyzing large-scale 

data that involve multistage sampling of schools and students. In the past, Kish 

(1965) employed design effect to describe increase of variability on statistical 

findings due to complex sampling. Wang and Ma (2006) further examined the 

impact on correlation computing. Because correlation coefficients (r) depend 

on a ratio of the variance and covariance components, the design effect 

impacts both numerator and denominator of the correlation computing. Thus, 

the influence from complex sampling is washed out.  

While Figure 1 illustrate a positive correlation between mathematics and 

science scores across 35 countries, the standardized regression coefficients 

indicates that more impact on science performance from mathematics 

performance (=.791) than the inter-disciplinary canonical correlation 

(=.209) within each country. Thus, it is important to build on strong 

mathematics and science curricula for an inter-disciplinary integration. 

Because the reality is a unified whole, Hellier (2014) argued that knowledge of 

reality should be unified across different subject areas. His assertion was not 

only backed by empirical findings from this study, but also supported by past 

examples in history, such as Isaac Newton, who broke the grounds in 

mathematics and science concurrently.  

Appendix 1 shows a range of canonical correlation from .51 in Belgium 

(Flemish Language) to .73 in Philippines. Neither country obtained higher 

mathematics or science scores than Singapore and Korea. Although an extreme 

emphasis or de-emphasis of inter-discipline connection might not be the best 

practice, it should be noted that South Africa (r=.57) and Columbia (r=.52) had 

one of the weakest canonical correlation between mathematics and science 

performance. Coincidently, they illustrated the lowest student performance in 
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each discipline (Beaton et al., 1996a; b). Thus, the education quality is unlikely 

to reach a high level when a relatively low correlation is demonstrated between 

mathematics and science performance in the cross-national context. 

In summary, this study is delimited to an analysis of the baseline TIMSS 

data at seventh grade across 35 countries. Before TIMSS, IEA’s first and 

second international studies did not gather comparative data from the same 

group of students, nor did other projects, such as NAEP and PISA, fill this 

void. Although TIMSS created an unprecedented opportunity to examine 

correlation of mathematics and science achievement, it also introduced matrix 

sampling to generate five plausible scores in each discipline. This study was 

designed to disentangle methodological issues in aggregating correlational 

findings across plausible scores. As a result, Type I error was controlled 

through application of canonical correlation in each country. The comparative 

results reconfirmed significant relationship between mathematics and science 

performances. In addition, a low correlation in the interdisciplinary correlation 

tended to be linked to countries with a low performance scores in mathematics 

and science. These baseline findings are subjected to further verification by 

more comparative studies in a cross-national context. 
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